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NEW QUESTION: 1
In addition to discretionary, non-discretionary, and mandatory access control, which two
should be part of an organization's access security plan? (Choose two.)
A. account lock-outs
B. principle of least privilege
C. physical security locks
D. photo identification
E. separation of duties
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are evaluating a method that calculates loan interest. The application includes the
following code segment. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)
When the loanTerm value is 3 and the loanAmount value is 9750, the loanRate must be set to
8.25 percent.
You need to adjust the loanRate value to meet the requirements.
What should you do?
A. Replace line 07 with the following code segment: loanRate = 0.0825m;
B. Replace line 17 with the following code segment: interestAmount = loanAmount * 0.0825m *
loanTerm;
C. Replace line 04 with the following code segment: decimal loanRate = 0.0325m;

D. Replace line 15 with the following code segment: loanRate = 0.0825m;
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which reserved AS number or range of numbers is used for backward compatibility between
old BGP peers using 16-bit AS number and new BGP peers using 32-bit AS number?
A. AS 23456
B. AS 64001
C. AS 65512 to 65535
D. AS 12345
E. AS 65001 to 65535
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/iosswrel/ps6537/ps6554/ps6599/4byte_asnios.p
df New Reserved AS# AS_TRANS = AS #23456
2-byte placeholder for a 4-byte AS number
Used for backward compatibility between OLD and NEW BGP speakers

NEW QUESTION: 4
A security analyst is attempting to configure a vulnerability scan for a new segment on the
network. Given the requirement to prevent credentials from traversing the network while still
conducting a credentialed scan, which of the following is the BEST choice?
A. Encrypt all of the traffic between the scanner and the endpoint
B. Install agents on the endpoints to perform the scan
C. Deploy scanners with administrator privileges on each endpoint
D. Provide each endpoint with vulnerability scanner credentials
Answer: B
Explanation:
Section: (none)
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